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Indonesia Earthquake
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020 8736 1250              wjr.org.uk/indonesia

Send a cheque made payable to ‘WJR Indonesia Appeal’ to:  
WJR, Oscar Joseph House, 54 Crewys Road, London NW2 2AD.

Two major earthquakes hit the island of Sumatra, in Indonesia, on Wednesday 30 September 
and during the early hours of the following morning. Over 1,100 are already con�rmed dead,  
thousands are injured and at least 190,000 people need our support.

World Jewish Relief, the primary humanitarian aid agency of the UK Jewish community,  
has launched an urgent appeal to assist those a�ected.

The city of Padang, one of Sumatra’s largest, is a scene of devastation. Scores of buildings have 
collapsed, trapping many and rendering tens of thousands homeless. Communications and access 
have bee ted. Streets are �ooded and the risk of disease grows by the day. Without 
urgent intervention, su�ering will increase dramatically. Your donation with help to provide:
 Clean water and sanitation
 Temporary shelter
 Emergency healthcare

Please give whatever you can, as soon as possible. Thank you for your help. 
For further information, or to make a donation: 

EMERGENCY APPEAL
Haiti Earthquake
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A major earthquake struck Port-au-Prince, the capital of Haiti, on Tuesday 12 January. 
Thousands are feared dead or injured and urgent assistance is required to prevent 
further su�ering.

World Jewish Relief, the primary humanitarian aid agency of the UK Jewish community, has launched an 
emergency appeal, to help support those a�ected.

The earthquake, measuring 7.0 on the Richter scale, was the most powerful in the area in over 200 years. It 
hit the busy, densely populated capital of Port-au-Prince, destroying buildings, with many trapped, injured 
or killed. Communication lines are down across the country and many are now homeless, sleeping on the streets.

Without rapid intervention, this disaster could turn into a larger humanitarian catastrophe. Your donation 
will help to relieve immediate needs across impoverished communities, providing:

y food and water
porary shelter

care and emotional support
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020 8736 1250                        www.wjr.org.uk/haiti
Or send a cheque using the attached coupon
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Japan Tsunami
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a massive earthquake struck the east coast of Japan on Friday 11 march. 
Urgent assistance is required to help the many thousands injured.

Be part of our community’s response – 
Support WJr’s appeal today
Japan has one of the most impressive earthquake response capabilities in the world and their mobilisation of civilian and military personnel 
in response to this disaster is vast. Yet WJR, the primary humanitarian aid agency of the UK Jewish community, has decided to appeal for assistance 
due to the unprecedented scale of this disaster. The devastating short and long term impact on so many people, as well as the outpouring of 
sympathy and support, require our immediate response.

The earthquake, measuring 8.9 on the Richter scale, was the fifth largest recorded in history. It triggered a tsunami with 10 metre-high waves 
leaving a trail of destruction. More than five million homes are without power and hundreds of thousands have been displaced.

Working through Japanese agencies on the ground, our support will provide: 

•  Emergency assistance
•  Medium term rehabilitation & recovery activities
•  Longer term rebuilding initiatives as deemed appropriate by partner agencies

We are currently liaising with local partners and are investigating the most appropriate means of providing immediate support. Additionally, 
as the tsunami has had an impact across the Pacific, we are assessing where else our assistance may be required.

For further information, or to make a donation:
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